Securing Your Delivery Chain with Process Auditing
YOU HAVE JUST RECEIVED A

MALCOLM JAMAL WARNING

Content Warning
World Events
Mental Health
How can you know more about your applications and systems?
PROBLEM

How can you know more about your applications and systems?

What tools are available

When would you use them

And how?
Scenario 1

Maintenance mode code
Scenario 2

3rd party code
And More
Tracing

Julia Evans introduced it best
STRACE
Sysadvent Post
EBPF
EBPF TODO:

process follow fork tracing?

bpftrace file access output improvement!
An abbreviated how determine your target build baselines surface deviance
AN ABRUPT TURN
A PAUSE
Compassion
Being Vulnerable

Lately I've felt more than ever like the proverbial frog in a pot.
Being Trauma Aware
Processing
Consequences
It Can Get Better
(survival is a prerequisite)
There Are Ways You Can Help
(if you have the capacity to)
Important for work and life incidents:

· do not try to deal with everything at once
  · do not try to do it all yourself
· do not forget to check that the fundamental prerequisites for being not in crusts are in place